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Introduction to 
Data Warehousing

What is Data Warehousing?

A collection of methods, technologies and tools to assist the 
knowledge workers (executive, director, manager, analyst) to carry out 
data analysis aimed at decision-making processes and at implementing 
the improvement of information assets. A data warehouse has to be:

● oriented to the subject of interest;
● integrated and consistent;
● representative of the temporal evolution;
● non volatile.



Introduction to 
Data Warehousing
Advantages and principal Uses of a Data 
Warehouse:

● provide high quality information to any stakeholder of an organization;

● drive decision of managers and directors of a project, through 
analysis and statistics;

● sum up big amounts of data in few, comprehensible charts;

● take information from many different sources and integrate them in a 
single, global overview system;

● make data contained into knowledge-intensive systems (as 
DataBases) affordable also to unskilled staffs. 



Data Warehouse: 
the Creation Process

The creation of a Data 
Warehouse is a 
complex process, which 
must pass through 
many different steps:

... let's analyze them!



Operational and External 
Data

● As a first step, we must precisely define from which sources we will 
get our raw data.

● They could be operational DB (OLTP systems), either coming from 
the inside of the organisation (and so well-known) or from the 
outside.

● Furthermore, they could also be other kinds of data sources, like xml, 
simple text files, or an internet page.



Operational and External 
Data: in our case...

● The raw data container we targeted is the 
ESSE3 DataBase;

● It is the UNICAM DataBase that basically 
contains all data about the university, and in 
particular, data about the university activities 
of students, exams and productivity (in which 
we are interested);

● It is a relational database;

● It is stored in an Oracle server.



Extraction

● At this step, we must extract the data we need from our sources, 
using tools (maybe ETL tools) which allow us to retrieve big 
quantities of data rapidly.

● We must choose which data to retrieve basing on their quality, and 
on the aim we want to pursue with our Data Warehouse.



Extraction: in our case...
In the extraction of data from ESSE3, we tried 
with many tools, in many different ways:

● a Java code connection;
● SQuirreLSQL;
● MySQL Workbench;
● the Pentaho Suite;

The latter is the most successful one: 
the Pentaho suite contains Kettle, a useful ETL 
tool package; 
using one of its components (Spoon) we 
managed to select a set of 25 tables from the 
Oracle database (a broad selection of potentially 
interesting tables), and to retrieve them.
Then, we stored them in a temporary MySQL 
DataBase.



Cleaning & Validation

At this step, we must ensure that the data we retrieved are correct with 
respect to their sources' rules (often, to normal forms of databases). In 
general, it is correct to avoid:

● duplicates;
● missing data;
● incorrect use of fields;

And, generally, values that are surely wrong.



C&V: in our case...
At first, we must say that ESSE3 is a 
pretty big DB, which also contains 
records of many years ago; so, we 
decided at first to cut off exams of 
students enrolled before 2008; 
then, even if we kept all the tables, we 
focused on 5 tables (only the ones with 
data about students, faculties and 
exams).
This allowed us to:

● get a smaller data mart;
● speed-up performances;
● get more recent values;
● get correct values;



Transformation

● In this phase, we need to translate our data into the format of the data 
marts of our Data Warehouse.

● Clearly, all data must be converted and normalized, and the worst the 
initial data are, the most difficult will be the work.

● This phase also get complicated if we are taking data from many 
different sources.



Transformation: in our 
case...
At this stage, we needed to take all data 
and make them working and optimized for 
our choice of DBMS: MySQL.
So, we performed the following changes 
on our DB:

● we brought all the tables to use the 
InnoDB engine;

● we created indexes into the tables;
● we created foreign keys and relations 

among tables.

Finally, always using MySQL Workbench, 
we took our MySQL DataBase (which 
actually is our Data Mart) and we 
packaged a complete sql dump of it.



Loading

Once we have all the data we need, we must put them into a Data Marts 
physical storage, with a well-organised and robust architecture, and 
respecting the logical view stated at design time.



Loading
● With our Data Mart packed into a 

MySQL dump, we started to create a 
physical location for our data.

● We decided to build up a virtual 
machine server with MySQL 
Workbench running on it, into the 
UNICAM network.

● Once we had our server running, 
using the Workbench we uploaded the 
.sql dump into it, so that we had a 
single, precise and correct Data Mart 
for our analysis.



Data Warehouse

With the data organised in one or more Data Marts, into a single, secure 
architecture, and with a logical structure oriented to our interests, we can 
say that we have a Data Warehouse. 
Now:
● we must update it periodically (note.: only adding data; a Data 

Warehouse must maintain the historical view);
● we can use it to retrieve aggregated information, as charts, reports, 

and all kind of "smart" data uses we can imagine.



Data Warehouse: in our 
case...
● At this point of the work, we want to use our Data 

Warehouse.

● To do this, the choice fell again on the Pentaho 
software suite, this time using the Pentaho 
Report Designer;

● it is a powerful tool which semi-automatically 
generates, from an sql query on a DB connection 
(or another kind of data source), many kinds of 
reports, charts, and high-quality information for 
decision-making processes.

Let's see some examples!



Data Warehouse:
results & reports

In those charts we can see how students, in two different 
faculties, improve their efforts as time goes by!



an Interesting Survey:
distribution of genders...



... and its clear relation 
with productivity!

Fact: Data Warehousing can state problems and 
suggest solutions to Directors & Knowledge Workers!



And now... some indexes !

In the former slides we showed how 
raw data is refined, extracted and 
presented in a graphical way using 
some useful tools.

However, there are still other ways to 
extract meaning from data then only 
graphically present it. For instance, 
data can be the base to compute 
several indexes which can be useful as 
is or by comparing one to the other.

In our case we thought the most useful 
indicators would be the ones 
measuring the productivity and the 
liveness of the Unicam students.



A1 INDICATOR (FFO)
The first indicator is good to check the liveness of the UNICAM 
students with regards to the students of other Italian Universities.

It involves:
● the number of regular students (RAP): 4406;
● the University region wealth (KT): 0,98;
● the tenured to not tenured professors ratio (KA): 0,85.

the index is computed as

Local Atot = RAP * (KT + KA) = 4406 * (0,98 + O,85) = 8062,98

and

 A1 = Local to National Atot ratio = ?
This indicator - as the following one - has still to be computed in every 
Italian university, so we cannot quantify the national Atot in a numeric 
way. Let's call him "π" for now.



A2 INDICATOR (FFO)
The second indicator is good to check the productivity of the UNICAM 
students with regards to the students of other Italian Universities.

It involves:
● the scheduled CFU (from planned or frequented exams);
● the gained CFU (from passed exams);
● the gained to scheduled CFU ratio (PCFU);
● the weight of each study Area (heath:0.61, humanistyc:0.38, other:

0.43) (MNG);

first of all we listed all the courses taught in UNICAM, then we grouped 
them by Area into two groups:

● the Health Area grup;
● the Other Area group.

secondly, we wrote a query to obtain the amount of scheduled and 
gained CFU for each group. 



A2 INDICATOR (FFO)
Finally, we collected all the data needed to compute the indicator:

So, the A2 indicator is the Local to National Weighted CFU ratio,  
which is used to compute the percentage of the gained weighted 
CFU with respect to the totality of the considered Universities.

HEALTHOTHER



Conclusions
During our path, many efforts have been done: we met many problems, 
we solved the biggest part of them and we tried to understand as best the 
rest of them.
Particularly:

● we realized the troubles which could arise from the analysis of a 
DataBase created and managed by someone else, even more if it 
passed from hand to hand;

● we comprehended the importance of the representation of data, and 
of their transformation in information and knowledge;

● we improved our practice in the "trial-and-error" tactics, specially 
working in groups, understanding the importance of clouding and 
cooperating tools.

Furthermore, we gained free access to useful data, as matricola numbers, 
people's credits, and... why not? Phone numbers!



The End!

Thank you for the attention!!


